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A key aspect to consider in the mapping process is the involvement of various actors who play crucial roles in ensuring the success of the project. These actors include:

1. **Expert(s) for source schema**
2. **Expert(s) for target schema**
3. **Expert(s) for source/target vocabularies**
4. **Software developers**

Each role is essential for different aspects of the mapping process, from understanding the source and target schemas to integrating the vocabularies and implementing the mapping tools.
A. Actors
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4. Software developers
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- Collaboration between schema/vocabularies experts is usually not a problem
- However, collaboration between those experts and software developers could be a problem
  - Don’t "speak" the same language
  - The process of implementation of mappings rules in source system is error-prone and time-consuming
  - Can we automate the process? Can complete process be performed by schema/vocabularies experts?
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3M eases the process of matching by parsing and analyzing the source and target schemata, thus allowing auto-completion when selecting the entities and properties to be matched.

This mechanism speeds the matching process and allows non-expert users (users that do not have an extended knowledge of the whole schema) to define a matching.
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The result is immediately available and can be analysed to check for defaults or implemented corrections.
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- In order to improve reusability of metadata, the system could be a data provider and could export metadata to some Service Provider(s)

- Source metadata schemata should be mapped to target metadata schemata
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Thank you for your attention!!!
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to
  ask me during the school
  contact me by email - dragan.ivanovic@uns.ac.rs